Functional consequences of retinal degeneration in spatial orientation in C3H wild type and Lurcher mutant mice.
Lurcher mutant mice represent a model of genetically determined olivocerebellar degeneration. In the C3H strain there is also hereditary retinal degeneration. The aim of this work was to assess, whether the retinal degeneration influences spatial orientation and results of the spatial learning tasks. Two experiments in the Morris water maze were arranged. First, mice learned to find a platform position, which was linked to two labels on the periphery of the maze. In the second experiment the platform was removed and swimming velocity and preference of central or peripheral zone of the maze were assessed. Presence of the retinal degeneration was detected histologically. Both Lurcher mutant and wild type mice that exhibited long latencies in the first experiment were affected with the retinal degeneration, while animals that performed the trial well, had normal retina. Swimming velocity was not changed substantially. The maze exploration strategy was different in mice with and without the retinal degeneration.